Abstract
All issues of India Abroad from January to June of 1983 and 1985 were
perused to pick out stories pertaining to women. These women's stories
were then coded in such a way as to ascertain the topics covered, the
presentation of women's stories, and their overall treatment by the
paper. It was found that there are very few stories on women, relative to
the number of stories overall. Also, stories on women often appear as
idiosyncratic events, unrelated to a larger perspective or to social
causes. Women rarely speak for themselves in the stories about them;
rather, bureaucratic males are usually used as sources. Women's stories
are dispersed throughout the paper, but there are very few front page
stories about women. In general, the tone of the stories is positive. After
assessing the results, the potential for improvement is explored.
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0JVERl\GE OF

~'s

ISSUES IN '!HE INDIAN IMMIGRANT PRESS

OF '!HE U. S. :

A OONI'ENT ANALYSIS

This is an exploratory study of the coverage of women and their particular
concerns in selected issues of India Abroad, an English-language Indian
newspaper published in the united states. This newspaper was started in 1970
to cater to the large number of newly arrived Indian professionals in this
country.
It l1CM clailns a circulation of about thirty thousand copies
(Mohapatra, 1985) and tells its readers in every issue that it is "the oldest
Indian newspaper in North AIrerica and the largest outside India." These are
good reasons to select this paper for analysis. Whatever it has to say about
women and women's problems and achievements contributes to the mental set
about gender of a substantial number of Indians in North AIrerica.
The 1980 "permanent Indian population" of the united states was estimated
at between 140,000 and 160,000 (leonhard-Spark, Saran, and Ginsberg 1980).
Roughly speaking, readers of India Abroad CCllIprise 18 to 19 percent of the
Indian population in the United states. Combining this with the fact that
"more than three adults read each copy of India Abroad" (India Abroad 1985)
makes a CCllIpellin;J argument to analyze the text of this particular newspaper.
I call this study exploratory for several reasons. First, it concentrates
on developin;J a conceptual scheme infonned by feminist concerns to analyze the
particular subject matter. Second, the number of issues analyzed is limited,
and therefore no definitive conclusions can be made about the general coverage
of women's issues in the paper. Rather, the study's conclusions apply to the
papers actually analyzed, and they point toward further study of the same
research problem with an extensive semple and more elaborate methodology.

The Research Questions
The work of puttin;J together the news is influenced by several factors.
'IWo major considerations in both the selection and presentation (shapin;J of
the final product) of news are, on one hand , the organizational resources and
needs of the news organization and, on the other, the perception of audience
needs.
This research paper attenpt:s to be sensitive to possible effects of
these factors on the shapin;J of news about women. Another major factor is the
ideals of fairness,
balance,
and objectivity and in some cases,
progLE!Ssiveness, that are inculcated in journalists; and the study is alert to
these influences as well (Cohen and Young 1981). The conceptual categories
indirectly reflect the importance of these influences.

The first research question focuses on the selection of news items about
women, and on the way this selection may be influenced by the perception of
audience needs. Simply put, ''Has the amount of coverage of women and women's
issues changed between 1983 and 1985?" Awareness of women's needs and unique
problems has been steadily gatherin;J force since the late seventies, as
evidenced by the fonnation of several Indian women's organizations both in
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India and North America (Iuthra 1984; Iuthra 1985).
!here is reason to
believe that this upward trerxi continues. Also, the World Decade for Women
conference in Nairobi in 1986 undoubtedly created some awareness of the need
to cover 1rICll'eIl'S issues in the media, not only within the general p:lplllation,
but in particular among journalists. But there is a possible counteJ:vailing
force: reader deman:i for novelty in the news works against continuous and
sustained coverage of any particular problem; also, the gathering of news,
being event-oriented, leads to spurts of coverage on particular issues
whenever visible action is taken on them (street protests, for example), but
results in a sudden decline in coverage whenever such events are no longer
news (became "aIds"). When the first influence prevails, we can expect to see
an increase in news on women over the time period studied.
But when the
second influence prevails, we can expect a constant amount of news (no change
between times). Rather than making specifif hypotheses, I have examined the
results to discover the influences involved.
Next, the paper looks at the o:ntlfXlSition of coverage on women. ''What are
the general types or categories into which the stories on women fall?" 'Ihe
answer to this question will give some indication of the extent of feminist
orientation for the articles included.
Another set of questions revelves around the presentation of news about
women. !he first such question is, ''What is the overall praminence given to
news about women in the paper?" Extent of praminence is an index of the
in'pJrtance of a story vis a vis other stories in the paper. It gives some
indication both of the paper's own priorities, and of journalists' perception
of audience priorities.
'Ihe second question dealing with presentation is, "To what extent are
women's voices heard in stories about them? To what extent do women speak for
themselves in these stories?" studies of newswork in the u.s. have indicated
that the needs of the news organization lead journalists to use Official
sources for news--sources that are either in some government bureaucracy, or
which in some 20ther way fonnally represent a group of people (Tuctunan 1978;
Fishman 1980).
ihis study attempts to see whether the same tendency exists
in the news presented in this paper, and how this relates to women's situation
in general. 3
'Ihe thil:d and fourth questions address the frame within which the story is
presented. ihese are: ''What is the general tone of the articles on women?"
and "Do these articles present the subject matter as an idiosyncratic
event/problem or do they tie the particular event to larger social
concerns?" !he first of these questions seeks an indication of whether women
would benefit or would be hanned by the coverage given to them; the second
question seeks an indication of the extent to which the audience is enabled,
even encouraged, to put the particular event into a larger context, which
would in turn lead to an understanding of the causes rather than the symptoms
of patriarchy.
!he study also looks at the distribution of stories by country of subjectIndia, the U.S., or both. !his is done because of the dual interests of the
immigrant audience and corresporxl.ingly, the dual deman:is made on the
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newsworkers.
Irrlian immigrants face in two directions: they keep in touch
with events at home in an atte.npt: to retain ties there and to preserve their
In:lian heritage and traditions, but they also need to know about fellow
immigrants in the u.s., in order to adjust to life in the u.s. CUlturally,
these people are caught between the value systems of India and the u.s. '!his
study explores whether the press in the u.s. is just as willioo to deal with
women's issues in the u.s. In:lian c:onununity as with wanen's issues in In:lia.
Inclusion of stories about women's issues in the c:onununity in the u.s. would
entail a greater degree of pLC~ressiveness and/or canmitment to changing
women's status for at least two reasons.
First, it is politically more
difficult to threaten the status quo of the readers, and this would be done
more directly through stories situated within the u.s. COII1llIUllity than through
stories about In:lia.
Secord, including stories that have been sent by wire
services in In:lia (as are a lot of stories about In:lia) would only be a matter
of selection, whereas doing stories on women's issues in the u.s. would
require an allotment of staff time to report on and write the stories.
last, the paper explores the potential for exploiting journalistic
=nventions and practices in getting the "best possible deal" for women's
coverage.
It does this by looking at how the different types of articles
differ on their =verage of women's issues, and looks in depth at a few
articles which point to the potential for more COllq:>rehensive, in-depth
=verage of women and the unique aspects of their life situation.

Conceptual Scheme and Concept Definitions

A careful perusal of the available material enabled me to came up with a
scheme for analyzing the material and the definitions to be used in this

analysis. The first problem was being able to distinguish stories on women's
issues from all others.
It was decided that women's stories would be
identified as follows: (1) stories that have a woman or women as the chief
newsmakers and subjects, (2) stories that are mainly about women as a group
and about their unique life situation or problems, and (3) stories that are
general but have an explicit reference to women and have major iIrplications
for women as a group. stories about farocAlS women politicians and entertainers
were excluded, as these types of stories did not appear to represent any
degree of exclusive focus on women or any =nsciousness about women's
situation. 4
'Ihe stories were divided into categories in several ways.
One way is
tenned "basic category" which refers to the role of the woman or women in the
story. It shows how the woman or women are related to the event, problem, or
other subject matter of the story. The pilot study yielded the following subcategories:

Basic category:
Wanen as victbns of S=iety
In:lividual Wanen as Victbns (of

=iminal activity)
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Wcmanjwc:Inen' s ~lishrnents

Attenpts to ~ Women's Con:lition
Irrlividual wanan as CriJni.nal
General story (with ilnplications for women as a group)
Other
'lhe categories are fairly self-eJqllanatory.

stories were also categorized a=J:'din;J to their placement in different
sections of the paper.
'Ibis categorization reflects the newspaper's own
division of news into =nceptually distinct types.
Initial perusal yielded
the following sub-categories.
Placement-Section of Article:

letter to the Editor
News story
News Brief
Feature - general
Feature - special section
Other

'lhese categories are also fairly self-eJqllanatory.

Some ambiguity arose
It was decided that news
briefs are those stories that appear in a narrow column on one side of a
page.
'lhere are several in the column, of about unifonn size an:! fairly
small, unifonn headlines. Small news stories appearing in the main body of
the page, along with other larger stories, were classified as news stories.
Features appearing in special sections such as ''Women'' or "Life an:! leisure"
were dis~shed fran features appearing together with other news stories;
this is because the special sections usually fonn a distinct suborganizational structure within news organizations, an:! the methods an:!
rationale governing the selection an:! treatment of stories in these sections
is different fran the dynamic governing general news stories.

when dist~shing news stories fran news briefs.

'lhe specific tcpic of each story was also listed in answer to an openended question. 'lhese toPics were grouped together to make general categories
after the stories had been coded.
'lhese categories appear in the results

section.

Presentation:
Presentation or treatment of the articles was measured through various
=ncepts. 'lhe first of these is prominence.
Prominence is related to the visual preeminence given to the story. In a
paper, stories fight for the attention of the reader, given limited time,
interest, an:! attention span.
In this cuLipetition, several techniques are
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used to enhance the attention value of particular articles.

']he factors
chosen to measure praminence in this study are: the page on which the story is
placed, and the len;Jth of the story. 'lhe len;Jth indicates the importance of
the story.
Space is a precious CClll'nOOdity in any paper of substantial
circulation, and stories take up this space based on their importance as
judged by the relevant OOitors.
Presentation was also measured through the sources that were used for the
stories. 'Ibis aspect indicates the extent to which women are sought out by
reporters (and other newsworkers) to speak on issues that affect their
lives. Two aspects of sources were analyzed and divided into categories, as
follows:
Source I:

Official (Bureaucratic) Male Source
Official Female Source
Unofficial Male Source
Unofficial Female Source
No Source
other
Not Appropriate

Source II:
WananjWaren about whan story is written

Other Source
No Source
Not Appropriate

Sources are considered official when they explicitly represent some
organization.
If no such affiliation is statoo, they are considered
unofficial. 'lhe "not appropriate" catego:ry for Sources I and II is used when
the type of article is not expectOO to use sources, such as letters to the
OOitor. For Source II, this category is also used in cases when it would have
been impossible to use the women as sources, as in cases when they were InUrder
victims. 'lhe category was also used for Source II when the story did not have
women as primary subjects.
Yet another aspect of presentation is the tone of the article.
perusal of stories yielded the following sub-categories:

An early

Tone:

HLnrorous/Flippant
Serious (usually respectful)
Matter-of-Fact
laudatory
other

stories are ceded as "flippant" when the canedy in the situation is
brought out, mocking phrases are used, and the whole situation is made light
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of. stories are coded "matter-of-fact" when only the "facts" are given, and
people fram various sides are quoted, but there is no hint of the reporters'
or the papers' orientation on the issue. stories are coded as "serious" i f
the issue or problem is given a frame which deems it legitimate, and when
sources and quotes lean heavily towards explaining the women's issue/problem
in a sympathetic way. stories are coded as "laudatory" when the phrases used
are clearly admiring of the subject of the story. '!he lead usually plays a
major role in setting the tone of a story and is therefore considered
carefully in assessing story tone for this study.
The last aspect of presentation is the extent to which the isolated event
or incident on which the story is based is given a larger frame by either
providing bacl<grourrl explanation or linking it to similar events. Further, it
is asked whether a "social" explanation for the event or phenomenon is given
in the story. In this context, social explanation is defined as explanation
that locates the cause of events in system mechanisms rather than in
Wividuals or in nature. '!he story was coded "not appropriate" when it would
not have been possible to provide any social explanation or to link the event
to a larger perspective without making a completely forced and tenuous link.
Country orientation of the story sinply asks whether the main focus of the
story is India, the u. s., both, or sane other country.

Methods
All stories in all issues of India Abroad from January to June of ~983 and
January to June of 1985 were scanned first to locate women's stories.
After
these were marked, they were scanned for appropriate variables and for
categories within each variable.
Next, the stories were coded for each
variable or dimension, to place them into the correct categories.
Last,
stories in each category were counted to determine the distribution of stories
between categories for each variable.
'!he analysis is descriptive, identifying frequencies and percentages.
since the whole universe of stories during the specified time period was
analyzed rather than a randall sa!!ple, and since the number of stories is
relatively small, it was not thought appropriate to use sophisticated
statistics.
Rather, the counts merely Wicate tendencies to be explored
further.
The analysis in the Results section does not confine itself to the
frequencies presented in the tables at the end of the paper.
Rather,
observations based on the frequencies and percentages are interlaced with
observations culled fram a IOClre qualitative and holistic, but careful, pen!Sal
of the stories in aggregate and as individual pieces.
Results and Discussion
'!he total number of women's stories was 38 in 1983 and 39 in 1985-not an
appreciable difference.
It may be that whatever llDIllentum is be~ gained
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through consciousness-ra1s1ng by women's organizations and by the
World l'ec<lde conference is counterbalanced by the need for news organizations
to diversify coverage over time to sustain the novelty of the stories
presented. In any case, the awareness of the early eighties certainly has not
waned, and the number of women's stories remains constant. still, this is a
very small number of stories, considering that any given issue of India Abroad
easily carries 60 to 80 stories, counting editorials, letters, news briefs,
and news stories (which were included in this analysis) .
As shown in Table 1, a large percentage of stories are about women as
victims, about equally divided between stories about individual women as
victims and stories about groups of women (or women collectively)
A careful perusal of the stories
systematically q:pressed by society. 6
revealed that most stories about women as victims (collectively) of society
were situated in Irxtia and most stories about individual women as victims were
situated in the united states. One possible explanation follows: In the last
few years, there has been a growing awareness of women's oppression in India,
with women's groups and synq:>athetic media playing a large part in instigating
this awareness. In the united states, although an awareness of patriarchy and
its effects exists in the larger context, the Indian population is not yet
very vocal or active politically, and the same applies in the United states
for Indian women as a group.
'!heir problems as a group have not been
highlighted by collective protest, as in India, and the media's inability to
spot trends in Indian women's oppression in the united states probably
reflects the general limitations in the political arena.

Of the stories which are about women as victims of society, a large rnnnber
focus on the specific issue of dowry deaths. The paper should be recognized
for givin;J continuous coverage to this issue, as well as to the Shah Bano case
(a case concerning the granting of aliJrony by the Suprerre Court to a MUslim
wanan) •
SUstained coverage is essential to create awareness and gather
support for particular movements.
art similar coverage is necessru:y for
problems that affect Irxtian women in the united states.
In this catego:ry,
there were also two stories about the sikh women widowed as a result of the
Delhi riots. '!he few others covered various topics.
About 14 percent of the stories covered attenpt:s at change of women's
corxtition.
One of these, situated in Pakistan, was about women's protest
action against fun::lamentalism. Two stories, situated in Britain, were about
changes in immigration law that would benefit Indian women wanting to
immigrate to that region. The rest were situated in India. Their headlines
give some idea of their content: "Separate Women's (Prison) Cells Ordered,"
"Child Marriage Ban," "Court's Decision: MUslim Women can Get Alimony," "For
Nurse Protection (against sexual harassment)," "Suprerre Court Declares Dc:Mry
Belongs to Wife," "Delhi Women Assail Dc:Mry Deaths," ''MPs Study Dc:Mry law
Penalties," and "Protecting Brides."
The last sto:ry is about providing
protection against fraudulent marriages with Arab men. None of the "attenpt:s
at change" stories is situated in the united states. lIdmittedly, a ve:ry small
time frame· has been examined, but even then, the absence of such stories
situated in the u.s. says something about both the fledgling nature of Indian
women's political IOObilization in the United states and the failure of the
media to take an active role in creating awareness of such action.
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TIle data in Table 2 shows that JOOSt waroon' s stories are in the main body
of the text, the news stories. Only one editorial addresses a waroon's issue,
arxi even then it was on nonfonnal education arxi mentioned waroon's education
only in this larger context. Editorials are precisely the place where waroon's
issues can be linked to each other arxi to their societal causes, where stands
can be taken on these issues. A paucity of waroon's issues in this section
contributes to their invisibility.

Table 3 shows the distribution of stories by topic.
'lhe two topics
getting the greatest attention are dow:ry, arxi crime-related stories, in which
waroon are either victims or criminals. 'lhe rest of the stories are dispersed
into several topics, with about 10 percent reporting on sexual harassment
(including rape).
It should be noted here that, of the fifteen stories on
dOWJ:y, eight were letters to the editor. Also eight of the eleven letters to
the editor were on dow:ry.
It can be concluded that the letters frcan the
readers contributed significantly to the visibility of this topic on wanen
(vis a vis other wanen's topics), arxi also that of all waroon's issues, readers
felt IlDSt strongly about this one.
Most of the letters on dOWJ:y were
provocative.
'!hey either tried to attack the root causes of the practice,
confronted those who p&l)etuate it, or dispelled myths about the custom.
Equally thought-provokin:J editorials on dOWJ:y arxi other societal problems
related to wanen's cornition would be a perfect cc.t1plement to such letters.
TIle paucity of front page stories is a matter of some concern.
(Refer to
Table 4). It is true that merely placing stories about waroon on the front
page, regardless of their treatment arxi tone, will not guarantee fair coverage
for waroon, but their absence from the front page does not encourage the debate
on wanen' s issues to gain pJblic currency.
Even if a front page story on
women were objectionable from the starxipoint of feminist groups, they could
protest the coverage by writing letters to the editor or directly contacting
the editor. At least this way the questions surrounding wanen's status would
be included in J;Ublic discourse. A look at the front page stories on wanen is
revealing.
(1) "3 Held in American WCInan's Death" is about the daughter of
the New Delhi bureau chief of '!he Washimton ~ who was foond dead in a
hotel roam.
It is the criminal nature of the event arxi the status of the
woman's father that makes this a front pager. (2) "Court's Decision: Muslim
Wotren can Get Al.im:my" is about the SUpreme Court overriding Muslim personal
law in favor of entitling a woman to receive alimony payments. TIle larger
issues surrounding this story-such as the status of minorities arxi the hold
of religious law in the country-provided this story the status of the front
page.
(3) "Bandit Queen Rloolan Devi Surrenders to Chief Minister" got high
prominence because of the great play it already had in the Indian media (this
is the "echo effect" that often takes place in the media), arxi because it is
unique for a woman to attain such visibility as a big time criminal. '!he
deviant nature of the event makes it a candidate for the front page. (4) '!he
story "Delhi wanen Assail Dowry Deaths" is an interesting case about a protest
against dow:ry launched by the wanen's section of the Corv;jress (I) Party. '!he
official status of the wanen arxi the official IOOCl.e of the protest action helps
this story to attain front page status. '!he legal fonn of their protest also
helps gain legitimacy (arxi thereby visibility).
But the result of this
calculated fonn of protest is positive.
By gaining such visibility, this
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story helps to bring the larger issue to light. 7
In fallness to India Abroad, it should be stated that the selection of
stories for the front page reflects certain broad editorial decisions. 'lhe
front page generally focuses on a major political story in India, dealing
either with national integration (and threats to the same) or with
international relations.
Besides the major story, an atterrq;>t is made to
include one or two stories relating to Indians in "ire u.s., or to u.s.
politics as it relates to India or Indians in the u.s.
'lhis is not to say
that the editorial policy as to what makes news is a fixed entity, but that
increasing coverage of women's stories on the front page, as elsewhere, may
require a broad-based revaluation of news itself.
Iilst, it is worth
mentioning the positive observation that stories on women are dispersed
throughout the paper, rather than being clustered in the last few pages.

Table 5 gives the distribution of stories by their stated source.
OVerall, official male sources predominate. To a lcu:ge degree, this reflects
the actual pcMer structure, in which men in official positions often make
decisions for and speak for less powerful. people, including women. But the
news practice of repeatedly approaching bureaucratic sources for their
:interpretation of events seIVes to further legitimize these sources as the
only credible and appropriate sources for news.
since bureaucratic power
resides disproportionately with men, this practice also ilrplies ~t men IIIOre
often give their version of the story, even if it is about women.
Table 6
supports this line of reasoning to same extent. In only 17 percent of the
stories did women about whom the story was written speak on their own behalfonly in these stories were they given the opportunity to do so by the media.
As Table 7 depicts, the tone of the stories is generally favorable. Most
of the stories on women are either serious and respectful of the subject, or
matter-of fact. Only 14 percent are flippant in their treabnent of the story
matter. When a flippant tone is used, however rarely, the effect can be most
damaging. Two poignant examples are given in Apperrlix B. 'Ihe story entitled
"28 Wc:atven Escapees Hunted" distorts and belittles the oppression experienced
by the fenale irnnates of a refonn home, by attributing their escape to the
desire for husbards. 'Ihe lead of the story gives the ilrpression that the need
for husbands was the primary reason for the escape. It becanes clear by the
fifth and sixth paragraphs that this was only one of their grievances. 'Ihese
women had been waiting for trial for up to three years. Also, guards had
"sexually abused" them, which probably means they had been raped. In fact,
the women were probably insisting on marriage as one of the few ways to escape
an unbearable situation. Instead of focusing on the very serious complaints
of the WCIlOOIl, the story picks up the Police Superinterdent' s words as the most
central, and highlights a particular reason for the escape, thereby
trivializing the whole incident.

Another poignant example of trivializing humor is the story "Teasers
Hunted on Delhi Crurpls." 'Ihe humiliating and dehUll'aIlizing reality of daily
sexual harassment of college women in Delhi, stepped up during the "hoIi"
festival, is ridiculed here.
'Ihe lead calls the men who engage in the
harassment "bottom pinchers." 'Ihe phraseology is attributed to Reuters and
frames the entire story by its placement at the beginning of the article. 'Ihe
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readers are 100 to see the whole incident in a humorous light. Women who have
experienced Delhi streets will recognize this as a distortion of reality, or
as a particularly male chauvinistic version of reality, while others may be
taken in by the tone of the story.
Table 8 shC7t.'S that about 48 percent of the stories present the incident as
an idiosyncratic case.
About 18 percent of the stories indicate that the
incident represents a general pattem of occurrences or a larger problem, but
does not go into the societal causes of the pattem or problem. Another 18
percent of the stories do situate the incident in a larger fraroo, arrl also
mention societal causes of the particular incident or kin::I of incident. 'Ihis
last category is the II¥JSt helpful in terms of placing women's lives and
oppression in the larger context. stories in this category do not portray
women's situation arrl their oppression as isolated, a=idental happenings,
but point to systematic nechanisms that detennine women's particular
situation.
From Table 9 it can be concluded that the majority of the stories on women
are situated in Irrlia. '!his could be a reflection of three things. It could
mean that Indian women s:iJrply are not as vocal, especially as collectivities,
in the u.s. as they are in Irxl.ia. Or it could mean that the paper does not
yet have enough cormnitment toward the :iJrprovement of women's status to
allocate precious staff time to stories on women's situation. But it could
also s:iJrply reflect a general trend in the paper of covering II'Ore stories on
India than the U.s., regardless of whether they are women's stories. '!his
last proposition cannot be verified here, since the ratio of Irxl.ian to U.s.
stories was not calculated for the stories overall.

a few observations regarding the
of opportunities for women's news can be made. lhere were very
few women's stories that receivOO praninence, in terms of location, length and
display features (such as ac:x:x:mpmying ~phs) in the general sections of
the newspaper. 1he few stories that did receive praninence as general news
stories were integrally related to an event or issue which would normally be
considere:i newsworthy, such as the relationship of the wanan to a prominent
man or to an inportant: national question such as ccmnunalisrn. In other words,
for women's stories to gain prominence in the general sections, they had a
"news peg" of recognizable value in the terms of news conventions. 1he only
other places where women's stories either got praninence in terms of length
and display features, or in terms of providing backgroun:i infoI1!lation arrl
bringing up societal causes, were special sections such as "Life arrl Leisure,"
and Letters to the Editor, usually written by women.
From this small number of stories,

~loitation

lhese observations suggest a few tactics.
First, sympathetic women
reporters can find acceptable news pegs for wanen' s stories, arrl in this way
gain prominence for them, or they can bring a feminist perspective
(sympathetic to women's advancement) to general news stories that have a
bearing on women's condition. In both these ways, they can help to "feminize"
general new stories. Second, editors arrl reporters working for the special
sections, such as "Life arrl Leisure," can fight to get major events relating
to women, such as wcanen's protests, into their section, arrl then treat them
sympathetically, with thorough backgroun:iing arrl ~lanation. One exanple of
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a woman's story in the "Life an::l. Leisure" section is given in Appen:lix B as
presenting the potential for thorough analysis an::l. debate.
'!he story,
"Despite the Housework Here women want to Remain," gets adequate space an::l. has
photographs, an::l. allows waren to speak for themselves, but it does not go far
enough.
By asking prov=ative questions about housework in relation to
waren's life situation, the reporter could have brought up pertinent issues
related to domestic work. Another article in a "Life an::l. Leisure" section,
"Pressures in u.s. Step Up Divorce By In:lian Couples" shows that the double
burden of housework an::l. an outside job can actually create enough tensions to
break up relationships.
By talking to a variety o£ women, including
feminists, such questions can by explored in this section. 0
Conclusions
In general, waren's stories get very little visibility in India Abroad.
'!his situation has remained the same CNer tiIre. Dlrerall there are very few
such stories an::l. they do not get much prominence even when they do appear. A
large rnnnber of these stories are =iIre stories, an::l. are routinely covered
together will all other =iIre stories. As in all news reporting, events that
are finite have a greater chance of being covered. CriIre offers such events,
as do protests.
As novements have begun to recognize, they have to stage
media events that can be covered, to bring attention to their unique
problems. '!his also applies to the waren's movement. In other words, the
actions of the waren's groups have to be shaped in such a way as to be
congruent with the rhythms an::l. needs of newswork. '!he other alternative is to
change the conception of news itself. '!his is a radical conception, but not
likely to be put into action in the near future.
Ellen when women an::l. waren's issues do make it to the news, their voices
are not heard very often. others (trostly official males) speak for them most
of the tiIre. '!his, together with the lCM visibility an::l. appearance of such
stories, contributes to what Tuchman (1978) called the "symbolic annihilation"
of waren in the news. women's problems are so little seen an::l. heard that they
can be ignored.

Letters to the Editor an::l. features are better in this respect. '!hey place
the problem in a larger perspective, provide linkages between events, allCM
women to speak for themselves, an::l. allCM expression of opinions. Editorials
also would provide for this, but there are hardly any editorials (just one) on
wcmen in the papers analyzed. Features an::l. editorials have the advantage of
being prominent. Features in the special section (such as "Life an::l. Leisure")
have the special advantage of not necessarily having to compete with stories
in the general section.
I f editors of these sections are progressively
oriented, they can use their COllpCIrative autonomy to publish relevant articles
on women's condition an::l. women's attempts to organize an::l. promote change.
Dlrerall, there appears to be same recognition of the need to place
incidents about women in a larger context, rather than to portray these
incidents as isolated an::l. a=idental. But, given the space limitations papers
are faced with, it would be too much to expect every news story to provide a
sociological analysis of the incidents.
But this is precisely why it is
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absolutely necessauy to provide such an analysis in the editorial and feature
sections.
Wanen readers can also contribute to the effort to make WOII'el'\'S
issues visible by writing thoughtful letters to the editor.
Of course,
selection fran am:mg the letters for publication would still remain in the
hands of the ne;lSpaper staff, and here again their commitment and political
consciousness, as well as editorial policy, would playa role.
'!he overall tone of coverage of waoon's stories was positive. With a more
cxmcerted effort to do stories on women, and to give necessary background with
those stories, the paper can genuinely contribute to making wamen's particular
concerns part of the public discourse.
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1.
'Ib answer this question, all stories appearing in the available issues
between January to June of 1983 and January to June of 1985 were judged as to
whether they were wanen's stories. Since the mriverse of stories scanned was
iInmense, it seemed justified to make a comparison of number of wanen's stories
over time. For all other questions, comparisons over time were also made, and

these comparisons are presented in Appenjix A.

But it was felt appropriate in

the main body of the paper to collapse the two times, since the number of
women's stories at each time period was too small to make meaningful
comparisons, and since the two times, 1983 and 1985, are too close together to
realistically expect changes in coverage. '!he COW1ts are given for the whole
pool of stories taken together. 'lhese data could conceivably be used as a
basis for comparison on stories p.!blished several years from now, or on those
published arourxl 1970 or earlier.

2. See especially chapter 5, "'!he Web of Facticity," in Gaye TUchman's Making
News:
A study in the Construction of Reality (New York: '!he Free Press,
1978). TUchman shows hOW' reporters' and editors' UI¥ierstandings of the world
and of the news operation lead them to create gradations of sources '
facticity. In this gradation, government representatives, especially elected
officials, have very high legitimacy.
For this reason, reporters use such
sources =st often, and by doing so, they further legitimize these very
sources as appropriate repositories of "facts." In the Irrlian context, both
civil servants and elected officials would qualify as highly legitimate
sources, for example.
Mark Fishman, in Manufacturing the News (Austin:
University of Texas Press, 1980), points out that the structures of
bureaucratic institutions and news organizations mesh in such a way as to make
it convenient, even necessary, for reporters to use bureaucrats as sources.
For example, bureaucracies are organized to produce reliable quantities of raw
materials (infomation) every day, and this is precisely what news
organizations need.
3.
One poignant example of the possible detrimental effects of using
bureaucratic personnel as "reliable" sources is the reportage of dOWJ::Y deaths
as aocidents before wanen' s organizations in India started to hold
delronstrations to p.!blicize these deaths.
'!his resulted fran the
unquestioning use by reporters of police reports which listed these
occurrences as aocidents.
4.
In retrospect, I think stories about women entertainers or politicians
that were in the main body of the paper (though not in the entertainment
section) could have been included in the pool of women's stories, but
relegated to a separate category to express that they do not necessarily
reflect a consciousness of wanen' s issues.
But at the time the
conceptualization was formulated, it seemed appropriate to exclude these
stories. It was particularly felt since Irrlira Garrlhi was prime minister in
1983 and was assassinated in 1984, that including stories about her would skew
the rnmlber of waren's stories in favor of 1983, as opposed to 1985, thereby
distorting the comparison between the years selected for study.
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5. 'lWo issues were missing fran 1983, am. two were missing fran 1985 within
this period. I excluded the correspon:iing issues fran the two years, so four
issues are missing fran each year. I f these four issues happened to carry an
unusual am:JUnt or type of women's stories, this analysis may include some
inaccuracies as a result, although, given the number of stories actually
scanned, this is doubtful. '!he particular time periods chosen are a function
of 1imiterl availability.
Initially, 1983 am. 1985 were compared, but since
the interim is short, the two years were combined for the body of the paper,
am. the results fran the two years are given in the AWerxlix. '!he following
sections were not included in the analysis: advertisements, classified
advertisements, sports section, innnigration column, Shop Talk, In:lians Abroad,
am. strictly enterta:innent sections.
6.

In this table, as well as the following tables, the percentages do not
'!hese insignificant discrepancies are caused by rounding
percentages at the category level.
equal exactly 100.

7. '!he way in which social movements relate to the media is IlDJ.ch more complex
than it appears here.
Todd Gitlin's work elucidates well the relations
between movements am. media. '!he following observation, bo=owed from Gitlin,
relates to the present context: although movements need popularization during
their early stages, they can suffer from fragmentation with continued media
exposure. Once a movenent gets on the media's agenda, it may shape its own
actions am. politics in such a way as to get continued exposure. In doing so,
two or more wings of the movement may emerge, one catering to the media but
detached fran its constituency, am. the others more invisible but responsive
to the constituencies. OVer here, it is enough to say that gaining exposure
through legitimate means of protest is acceptable, as long as this is relaterl
to meaningful action, am. as long as the movement can get coverage on its own
tenns as it matures.
8.
'Ihese oI:lserI1ations about editorial decisions are made not from
interviewing the editors, but by a perusal of the front page of several issues
of the paper.
9.
'Ib make sure that it is not primarily stories fran In:lian wire services
that are contributing to this firrling, stories on the u.s. were coded
separately.
It was concluded that these lean heavily tcMards official male
sources, just as In:lian stories do. '!he same was done for the next =
variable.
10. Gaye TUchman, in Making News, has a very interesting chapter on coverage
of the women's movement.
She imicates that the wanen's page of the big,
quality dailies constitutes a great resource for the women's movement, because
the editors am. reporters of this section are generally sympathetic, because
this special page does not wllIpete head-on with stories for the front page,
am. because this page is not constrained by deadlines am. space to the same
extent as the other sections of the paper (fewer stories compete for space on
the wanen's page, am. stories can be treaterl as "soft," am. therefore do not
lose their value a few days after an event) • For these am. other reasons, the
women's page can be used to provide prominence to the women's movement.
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Table 1
Distribution of Stories by Basic category

21

Individual Woman as victim
Women as vict:iIns of Society

15

Individual Woman'sjWomen's AccoIIp1ishments
Attenpts at Cllan;Je of Women's Corxtition
Individual Woman as Criminal
General story
other

8

11
8
9

(27%)
(19%)
(10%)
(14%)
(10%)

(12%)

5

( 6%)

11
51

(14%)
(66%)

1

( 1%)
( 8%)

Table 2
Distribution of stories by Section
letter to the Editor
Story
Editorial
News Brief
News

6

Feature~

5

Feature-Special Section

3

( 6%)
( 4%)

15

(19%)

8

(10%)

Table 3
Distribution of Stories by Topic
Dowry
Sexual HarassIrent

21

(27%)

AccoIIplishment/Success

6

Women
Women
other

5

( 8%)
( 6%)
( 5%)

other Crime
anj
anj

Work

Immigration

4
18

(23%)
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Table 4
Distribution of stories by Location in Newspaper
Front
Pages
Pages
Pages
Pages
Page

Page
2-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21+

4

15
20
13
17

8

( 5%)
(19%)
(26%)
(17%)
(22%)
(10%)

Table 5
Distribution of stories by Source I
Official Male source
unofficial Male Source
Official Female Source
Unofficial Female source
~nal Source
No Source
Not

24
5

7
11
9
9

Appropriate

12

(31%)
( 6%)
( 9%)
(14%)
(12%)
(12%)
(16%)

Table 6
Distribution of stories by Source II
Women (about whcan sto:ry is written)
other Source
No Source
Not

Appropriate

13
26
13
25

(17%)
(34%)
(17%)

(32%)
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Table 7
Distribution of stories by Tone
11

F1iwant
Serious
Matter-of-Fact
laudato:ry
other

32

25
5

4

(14%)
(42%)
(32%)
( 6%)
( 5%)

Table 8
Distribution of stories by Perspective
Idiosyncratic case
larger Problem, Without Explanation
larger Problem, With Explanation
Not Appropriate

37

(48%)

14
14
12

(18%)

41
24

(53%)
(31%)
(10%)
( 5%)

(18%)
(16%)

Table 9
Distribution of stories by Country of orientation
In:tia
united States

In::tia am the United States

Other

8
4
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Table 1A

Distribution of stories by Basic Category

In.:lividual Woman as victim
as victi11ls of Society
In.:lividual Women's Accomplish:merrt:s
Attempts at Clan:]e of Women's Condition
In.:lividual Woman as Criminal
General story (with major iIrplications
for women as a group)

Women

other

Individual Woman as victim
Women as victi11ls of society

In.:lividual Women's Accomplish:merrt:s
Attempts at Olange of Women's Condition
In.:lividual Woman as Criminal
General story (with major iIrplications
for women as a group)
other

15
3
3
6
6

(39%)

( 8%)
( 8%)
(16%)
(16%)

4
1

(10%)
( 2%)

6

(15%)

12
5

(31%)
(12%)

5
2

(12%)
( 5%)

5

(12%)

4

(10%)

Table 2A

Distribution of stories by Section

Letter to the Editor
News story
Editorial
News Brief
Feature - General
Feature - Special Section

3

( 8%)

29

(76%)

o
1

( 2%)

3
2

( 5%)

( 7%)

1985

Letter to the Editor
News story
Editorial
News Brief
Feature - General
Feature - Special section

8

(20%)

22

(56%)

1
5
2
1

( 2%)
(13%)
( 5%)
( 2%)
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Table 3A

Distribution of stories by Topic

Dowry
Sexual HarassmentjRape
Other Crime

A=amp1ishment/Success
Women and Work
Women and Immigration
Other

Dowry
Sexual HarassmentjRape
Other Crime

A=amplishment/Success
Women and Work
Women and Immigration
Other

3
6
15
2
2
4
6

( 8%)
(15%)

12
2
6
4
3

(30%)

12

(31%)

2
5

( 5%)

11
5
10
5

(29%)

2
10

( 5%)
(26%)

9
8
7
3

(20%)
(18%)
( 7%)

o

(39%)

( 5%)
( 5%)
(11%)
(15%)

( 5%)
(15%)
(10%)

( 8%)

Table 4A

Distribution of Stories by Location in Newspaper

Front Page
Pages 2-5
Pages 6-10
Pages 11-15
Pages 16-20
Page 21+

Front
Pages
Pages
Pages
Pages
Page

Page
2-5
6-10
11-15
16-20
21+

(13%)
(13%)
(26%)
(13%)

(23%)
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Table 5A

Distribution of stories by Source I

official Male soorce
unofficial Male soorce
Official Female Source
unofficial Female soorce
Impersonal soorce
No soorce
Not Apprq>riate

13

Official Male soorce
unofficial Male soorce
Official Female soorce
unofficial Female soorce

11

1
2
7
8
4
3

4
5

4
1

Impersonal Source
No Source
Not Apprq>riate

(34%)
( 2%)

( 5%)
(18%)
(21%)
(10%)
( 8%)

(28%)
(10%)
(12%)
(10%)
( 2%)

5

(12%)

9

(23%)

7

(18%)

Table 6A

Distribution of stories by Source II

Woroon (about whom story is written)
other Source

No soorce
Not Appropriate

15

(39%)

8
8

(21%)
(21%)

6
11
5

(15%)

17

(43%)

1985
Woroon (about whom story is written)
other Source

No Source
Not Appl:opdate

(28%)

(13%)
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Table 7A

Distribution of stories by 'Ibne

Flippant
Serious

Matter-of-Fact
Iaudato:ry
other

6

(16%)

17
11
2

(44%)

3

( 8%)

(29%)
( 5%)

Flippant
Serious

5

(13%)

15

(38%)

Matter-of-Fact

14

(36%)

3

( 8%)

1

( 3%)

25

(65%)
(10%)
(10%)
(13%)

Iaudato:ry
other

Table 8A

Distribution of stories by Perspective

Idiosyncratic case
larger Problem, Without Explanation
larger Problem, With Explanation
Not Appropriate

4
4

Idiosyncratic case
Iaxger Problem, Without Explanation
larger Problem, With Explanation

12

Not Appropriate

5

10
10

(31%)
(25%)
(25%)

7

(18%)
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Table 9A

Distribution of Stories by Country of Orientation

India
u.s.
India am u.s.
other

India
u.s.
India am u.s.
Other

13
17
4
4

28
7
4

o

(34%)
(44%)
(10%)
(10%)

(71%)
(17%)
(10%)
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APPENDIX B

2B.Women Escapees Hzmted
'It is imponant that we tind them.
NEW DELHI (Reutery:"'" Policemen
searched for 28 women prisoners. in- they have nowhere to go, no horries, "'
.
cluding prostirutes, wh'o beat rip male La] said.
guards and escaped from a-. refonn
The Express ·said trouble had bee~
home because they wante<! husbands. brewing in -the home ior. weeks. and
They were among "40 female late last .month a Lucknow magistraOe
prisoners. aged i5 to-35. who broke ordered that authorities investigate t~e
out of the home in Lucknow, the capital women.'s complaints.
· of Uttar Pradesh, on June 4 by overpowering five warders ..
Police Superintendent Prij·Lal told
JABALPtJR (PTll - Gopal Jain, a
Reuter by telephone from Lucknow on Bbopal-based . photographer for The
June 7 that so far 12 prisooers bad·been TImes, oj India and .Agence F:rance
recaptUred.
Presse9 a French news Agency. was
Some Scale tIie Walls
group of
allegedly assaulted .. by
· The women rushed ~ guafds; took . policemen here !In June I ~
their keys and then drnvethem off with
He. was· replnedly trying to take
a IuiiI of stonos. Some prisoners did not photognopbs of policetl1"n dispersiilg a
wail for the gates to be opned andscal- mob that had set a police jeep and a \ire
ed the walls.
shop on firio andw.. indulging in stone'One of their. grievances. waa thaI throwing during general strike.
· they wanted to getmarried;" Lal.said.
A complainllodged by Jain with the
The IndUm &prfl.. Said othCr com- senior 'superintendent· of police allegplaints were that some of them bad ed that be. had been tsken by the
been waiting for trial for up·to three policemen to a 'police inspector who
years and that guards Mel sexually abused him.
.
abused prisoners.
Nowhenlo·t;>o·
'We don't.regard them as dangerous
JAlPlJR (PTI) _ Eight people were
criminals; they are petty·thieves, prokilled and four· others ~njured when a
stitutes. destitutes.·· Lal said.
Govenunem social- serVices often ar- jeep in which .they were traveling colrange marriages _for reform home in~ lided _head on with a bus near
mates, even giving the couple a small- Ganganagar in Rajasthan on june 7, ac- "
con:'ing to repOrts received here.
do~tff6 stary ~. new. life ..

. Police Are Accused

a

a

.8 Killed inRoad Crash

!

Teasers Hunted
.On Delhi Campus
From N.... DIIpotc....
NEW DELHI - A police patrol
has been stepped up near the Delhi
University campus to catch what a

Reuter report referred to as
I'bottom-pinchers," during the
festival of holi. which falls on
March 29 this year.
According to the report. Delhi
college women as well as women's
groups have protested against the
1Ise of holi festival by revelers as an
excuse fOl "eve teasing," as Indian
term for sexual harassment of
women. The report added that on
March 24 women members of
Parliament had condemned what
they called the
har.....
menl of women durina the festival.
Several, women, said Reuter,
have been molesteli in recent yean
OD the cainpus of Delhi University
durina the holi celebratioDJ. The
festivity starts weeks before the actual date of the festival. This year,
,accordio& to the report, heads of
the university's coneaes bave decided to ban th~. festival celebrations
on the colleae'premises.
Special "women, only" buses
have been introduced by the Delhi
Transport Corporation to prevent
..... - . . . during the festival.

iocreasinl

Female bus JIII-aen. according
to the rePort. run the worst risk of
sexual advances,.

.

By MAYA GUPTA

-~;.

whe'~'" ~~;~~U~g:};~~sts, ~;"~h~if:~'i~r~~r::";"f~

WOMEN

has simply meant ordering servants about or
planning menus.
N~w Probl~ml .... New W.rld
Clogged sinks, dust and lrime. dirty win·
dows and rinl around the collar are all new
acquaintances for the fresh arrivals in the
U.S. Suddenly these women He faced with
beiDJ maids. cooks, chaurreurs and baby sitteTS and very often holding outside jobs too.
How do Indian women juule Iheir many
jobs? How many employ household help? In
the ran,e of electror.ic servants, which
lad,ets do they find the most indispensable?
IndiQ Abroad talked with Indian women,
piclced from various areas of the United
States and indudin, housewives and profes·
sional women. .
Fe" Full-TIme Helpen
A very few women had live·in maids from
India, but these were the exceptions. A grow·
in, number of Indian women who lived in
suburban houses employed plTl-time
domestic help, but only a very smaU percentaae hjred full-time housekeePft'. Most
apartmatt-dwellers did not have any help at
all b«ause apartments are easier to mainlain
thall houses.
Althoulh almost -all spoke of the problems
of housework, they felt it was all a matter of

long time were used to it. Sharmislha Pandya. a South Jersey housewife, said: "In India we&etlazy. Here we get used to doing our
own work. After dinner we just get up and do
the dishes. But we do miss the help."
Domestic Help Is Costly
A Glen Rock, NJ, housewife said: "With a
big family and Indian cooking, cleaning bas
to be done .n the time. Domestic help is expensive and just not practical unless it is on a
daily basis."
Jyoti Marwah, a psychologist from
Philadelphia, employs a housekeeper from 8
to 5. She feels household help is essential:

cooked, the house is cleaned, and the
children are ofJanized."
The professional women who did not
employ !lOme domestic help solved their problems of child care by sending their small
children to private day--care centers or by
empioyjn, b.bysitten. A New Jersey physician felt that lood neiahbors and a daylonl
nursery for ber 3-year-old were a bi, help.
Lack of domestic help .1150 seemed to
chanze life styles. Visitinc friends was almost
al"'''Y5 reserved for. weekends. While enter.
laininS. many women said they resorted to
paper plates and cups to !;8ve washing up.

fairs with all th~ guests contributing a dish
each.
Most women admitted lheir dependence on
mechanical household aids. The washing
machine, vacuum cleaner, dishwasher and
blender/grinder were considered absolute
necessities. Some felt, however. thai with Indian cooking, dishwashers were nol enough.
Pots and pans had to be scrubbed.
Mkrow..e: ()v~ns _ Bie H~I,
Panna Mahadivia. a New York physician,
said, "I use almost all the gadgets because
they save time." She felt the microwave oven
was ideal for wanning food and baby bottles.
Bindu Patel, a keypunch operator in
Manhaltan, also found the microwave oven
very suitable for Indian cooking. She makes
such Gujarati favorites as sheera, upma,
puva and sabodanna kichri in it in minutes.
"Frozen chappatis take just 25 seconds to
become complelely fresh in the microwave,"
she said. Despite the morning rush. the family could sit down to hoI parathas for
breakfast.
Food processors also seemed popular with
time-conscious women. Bindu Patel find,.
hers invaluable for ch~ppinl onions and
larlic for curries and for kneading chappati
dough.
Prep.riag Food in Bulk
But many felt that it was a headache to
clean the food processor afterward. One sua:·
aested that instead of choPpinl only one or
two onions. it is a good idea to grind a large
quantity. fry them and keep them in an airlight container in the refrigerator.
Pumima Parekh, a floral arranger on
Lonl Island, has made time saving with
gadads into a fine art. Her family. she said.
lets perfect Indian meals every day. She accomplishes this by making parathas, chappati "
dough and vegetable cutlets in bulk and!
freezing them. With the aid of a rice cooker :
and a slow-cookin, crock pot, her meal of
daal and rke is ready and wait in, when she
,ets home from work, she says.
Most American women depend heavily on
ladaets. Taking a pq:e from their book, Indian women seem to be becomihg more
adventug;JIus and experimental in the realm of
mechanical home helpers.
"By laking advantage of gad~ts, I can
produce meals like my mother used 10, give
to my children and bring home a paycheck,"

adiu'tlmt'nl. Many havinF!: !h'w heft' for a

"Th~rt j<;

Some- ~aid Ih('v T'rt'cn("'lkcd ~nd fm7e Ih~ fond

~ M:mh~ffnn

B

erore coming to the fabled land of
milk and honey. little do Indian
women realize they will be spending the better part of their days scrubbing the kitchen
floor or crying over onions.
"Difficult, tiring, hectic - yes, life is all
that here," a Queens working woman said.
Yet, given the choice, most apparently would
prefer to stay on in the United States.
Aruna Mistry. a New Jersey housewife.
declared: "Life is challenginl here. You get
used to it and like it. I wouldn't want to go
back."
Diffennt From tile Old Day.
Most of the women interviewed had never
in theiT lives had to clean a bathroom or take
out the garbage. Cheap labor in India insures
that women from all economic strata can get
some domestic help. Even the most middle-

Despite the Housework Here
Women Want to Remain 5'.,.•.•
Kus••

New York work1_.
prepllrta. Ie niH'
we..... "

lain .fter • an.sy
won H,.". SIIe
Dsell •••Y I_reb
limaltllnee"'y ,.
("opt:. SM is SH"
_Uh dectric

roMen In 11ft h ....
whlW there " rkl'

I. ItH

me COOkH.

bRH fer ...Uhli
In the t811.ter.

class house-wife has at least one servant at

Melli hi lite

her command. And most .muent hOUllewives
have had a regular army of servants - cooks.
ayahs, chauffeurs. sweepers - at their beck
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